
Are You DCOM Ready?

What is the Microsoft DCOM hardening patch?
Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) is a software component embedded in many 
Industrial Control Systems (ICS) from companies such as Rockwell Automation, GE, Honeywell, 
Siemens, and more.  

On June 8, 2021, Microsoft publicly disclosed a medium severity vulnerability identified as the 
CVE-2021-26414 in Microsoft Windows operating systems. The vulnerability, also called Windows 
DCOM Server Security Feature Bypass, was revealed to be a common attack vector for hackers. 

Following standard practice, Microsoft released security patches for these vulnerabilities in the 
Windows operating system and a blueprint for this security update. The DCOM hardening patch
strengthens the authentication between DCOM clients and servers. But, according to Microsoft, 
some ICS products will be unable to establish a proper DCOM connection after installing the 
Microsoft DCOM hardening patch. If left as-is, it could be highly disruptive to a manufacturing or 
critical infrastructure environment. 

Microsoft provided three release rollout milestones for its DCOM hardening patches. 

• June 8, 2021 – Patch disabled by default but can be enabled manually. 

• June 14, 2022 – Patch enabled by default but can be disabled manually. 

• March 14, 2023 – Patch enabled without the option to disable it.

The Patch Risk to ICS Equipment
As the March 14th deadline approaches, many software packages still cannot function properly 
after applying the new Microsoft patch. Despite great efforts to overcome the challenges that 
this patch brings, the clock is ticking! Many critical industries are left without the means to 
address the negative implications. 

Unless you have an accurate asset inventory, your plant floor may be at risk. Taking the DCOM 
patch could “brick” Windows devices rendering them inoperable, resulting in: 

• Costly unplanned and unscheduled downtime  

• Loss of visibility into the process and/or machine controls resulting in potentially 
dangerous, uncontrollable operations 

• Undocumented or no backups could extend the cost of downtime  

• Regulatory requirement violations could result in heavy fines and penalties

What does Rockwell Automation® say about the DCOM patch?
“A potential anomaly exists with Rockwell Automation® products such that they will be 
unable to establish a proper DCOM connection after installing the upcoming Microsoft 
DCOM Hardening patch (MS KB5004442).” You can read the full statement here.

Are you at risk? 
Do you know if you have embedded software that will be impacted by this final DCOM 
hardening patch? Without an accurate and current asset inventory, you won’t know where 
you’re at risk. And, unless you’ve rewritten the code or replaced potentially affected 
equipment, your ICS may be at risk of shutting down once the patch is released on 
March 14, 2023. 

What’s the alternative?
Rather than rewriting code or replacing your ICS systems before the March 14, 2023 
deadline, Velta Technology and TXOne Networks have joined forces to bring you a 
cost-effective and time-saving solution. Our solution will halt the automatic DCOM 
hardening patch, giving you the time needed to implement a permanent fix without 
requiring a system restart. 

Recommended Security Measures to Continue System Operations
To patch any asset in an operational environment, asset owners must balance security 
and compatibility issues with the continuity of the product and system availability. 

While we typically recommend upgrading assets, there are instances such as this where 
more time is needed to ensure both operational functionality and system security. This is 
why Velta Technology is utilizing TXOne Networks’ Stellar endpoint protection – to give 
asset owners more time to upgrade without disrupting production while still maintaining 
a level of digital safety.
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unable to establish a proper DCOM connection after installing the upcoming Microsoft 
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Are you at risk? 
Do you know if you have embedded software that will be impacted by this final DCOM 
hardening patch? Without an accurate and current asset inventory, you won’t know where 
you’re at risk. And, unless you’ve rewritten the code or replaced potentially affected 
equipment, your ICS may be at risk of shutting down once the patch is released on 
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What’s the alternative?
Rather than rewriting code or replacing your ICS systems before the March 14, 2023 
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Recommended Security Measures to Continue System Operations
To patch any asset in an operational environment, asset owners must balance security 
and compatibility issues with the continuity of the product and system availability. 

While we typically recommend upgrading assets, there are instances such as this where 
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On March 14, 2023, it will no longer be possible to disable 
the Microsoft® DCOM hardening patch.
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Allows asset owners more time for 
patch management:

Protects unpatched assets against 
zero-day malware attacks:

Schedule a Complimentary 

Get DCOM Ready
Consultation today!

Contact us at 573-586-4306 
or info@veltatech.com. 

Why risk operations shutting 
down unexpectedly when you 
have an alternative solution? 

TXOne’s Stellar endpoint solution 
uses a system lockout feature to 
block Windows updates that do not 
match any allowable criteria 
defined in the asset owner-defined 
rules table. Although it disables the 
Microsoft DCOM Hardening patch, it 
also provides malware protection for 
DCOM by using endpoint monitoring 
and blocking features, such as blocking 
script execution and malware execution, to 
ensure system integrity without affecting 
the system’s regular operation.

Stellar can protect assets that still need 
patching from malware. It can monitor 

easily exploitable legitimate processes 
by learning and authorizing actions 
under permission control, which gives 
Stellar the ability to detect unusual 
activity. Additionally, zero-day 
attacks can be countered by limiting 

the execution of applications to those 
required for daily operations. At the end of 
the day, Stellar gives asset owners ample 
time to perform patch management 
without strict deadlines.
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